
About the Boondockers Airstream Club (BAC)
We are an intra-club of the ACI (similar to well-known intra-clubs such as the Vintage Airstream Club and the

HAM Radio Club). The focus of the BAC is to promote camping in our Airstreams without hookups, possibly in the
middle of nowhere (collectively known as boondocking), and the sharing of knowledge to enable more people to
boondock.

Brief history
The BAC was founded in 2022 at the International Rally in Maine. The founding members (you can see who

they were on our website!) wanted an intraclub that advocates for using our Airstreams to their fullest potential.

Frequently asked questions / common comments

1. I like camping without hookups, but I don’t like camping in the middle of nowhere. I don’t think a
“boondocking” club is for me. The BAC is for all types of no-hookup camping. Other names are dry camping or
boondocking. Whether that’s BLM land, national forests, a developed campground that doesn’t have hookups at
the site, or parking in someone’s driveway (AKA moochdocking), the BAC wants to promote that use of your
Airstream.

2. How is being a member of the BAC going to help me to boondock in my Airstream? The main goal of the
BAC is to be a source of information for all things boondocking which includes resources to help you learn how to
boondock, improve your boondocking by sharing amongst like-minded people, and promote ACI events (even from
local clubs) which are boondocking.

3. What does the BAC offer for its members?
a. Rallies (hosting, promoting, and encouraging organization of)
b. Gatherings and seminars at regional and international rallies
c. Resources on our website (airstreamclub.org/boondockers). The collection is

constantly being built up. As of March 2024, we have:
i. a crowdsourced map of great boondocking sites
ii. resource database
iii. list of ACI club events that are boondocking / no-hookup

http://airstreamclub.org/boondockers

